This application note gives details on how to receive documentation and samples for operation of the Pegoda EV710.
Contact information

For more information, please visit: http://www.nxp.com

For sales office addresses, please send an email to: salesaddresses@nxp.com
1. Introduction

NXP Semiconductors’ MFRC523, the well established multiprotocol contactless reader IC, is the basis of new evaluation system solutions. The MFEV710 is targeted to be a first step in NXP’s cards and reader products and to give guidance to PC based application development.

The readers EV710 is a contactless Reader/Writer compliant to the ISO/IEC14443 standard and able to handle data rates of 106 kBit, 212 kBit, 424 kBit and 848 kBit.

The EV710 (evaluation kit for RD710) is based on NXP MFRC523 and can be operated in connection with a MIFARE SAM EV1. A SAM module can be used for key storage and enhanced crypto operation to increase the security level.

Both readers use the NXP Cortex M3 LPC1768 µController. MFRC523 reader IC is a highly integrated reader IC solution for contactless communication purposes at 13.56 MHz.

The readers EV710 is designed to work with an external AN700 antenna to achieve an optimum reading performance for contactless applications.

Both readers provide several communication interfaces on board such as: USB, RS232, RS485 (RS422), Ethernet (via LPC extension board), JTAG (a JTAG IEEE 1149.1 compliant interface for debugging)

1.1 Scope

This application note gives direction, how to receive documentation to start the operation with new generation of the Pegoda.
2. Pegoda Distribution

2.1 EV710

The EV710 has the following components:
- RD710 Pegoda Reader based on RC523
- USB cable
- CD including all relevant public documentation (see 3.1)
- packaged together in one box.

The 12NC, the NXP type for this product is:

9352 941 66599 MFEV710

The EV710 can be requested as a sample from your sales representative from the NXP sample desk in Hongkong over the following address: https://extranet.nxp.com/

If you need in addition sample cards or the MIFARE SAM AV2, please inform your sales representative, as we will provide you over this channel additional sample material.

If more volumes are required, the product can be ordered over the normal NXP order channel by your sales representative.
3. Documentation

3.1 Public Documentation

Together with the reader, you will receive a full set of documentation and SW. The CD holds a 'NXP Semiconductor' directory with a number of subdirectories, which are described in the following.

Within the 'NXP Semiconductor' directory one can find a file, called 'CD Content.pdf', which gives an overview of all provided documentation. By simply clicking on one item, it is possible to open directly from this file documentation.

3.1.1 Folder: ‘Drivers’

This folder provides the drivers to be installed together with the Pegoda for the following Windows versions (32 as well as 64 bit version):

- Windows7
- WindowsXP
- Windows Vista

An installer is provided for an easy installation.

For users that wish to build NXP Pegoda driver from source code all required components are available in the Subfolder: 'Pegoda Implementation of the USB driver'

The Application Note 'Pegoda RD710 Implementation of the USB drive' shows how the needed libraries of the driver need to be included.

3.1.2 Folder: ‘MIFARE Documentation’

This folder provides public datasheets of contactless card ICs from the MIFARE card portfolio, where the product can be used to start to understand the functionality provided on the card:

- MF1ICS50 MIFARE 1K Data Sheet
- MF1ICS70 MIFARE 4K Data Sheet
- MF0ICU2 MIFARE Ultralight C Data Sheet
- MF0ICU1 MIFARE Ultralight Data Sheet
- MF1PLUSx0y1 MIFARE Plus X Short Data Sheet
- MF1SPLUSx0y1 MIFARE Plus S Short Data Sheet
- MF3ICD21, MF3ICD41, MF3ICD81 MIFARE DESFire EV1 Short Datasheet

as well as the leaflets from MIFARE Plus and Ultralight C.

3.1.3 Folder: ‘Reader documentation’

This folder provides the documentation of the Pegoda EV710 and is such the core folder for the implementation.

The following application notes help you to make the first steps with the evaluation kit:

- Application Note: Example Project Pegoda
- Application Note: Hardware Design Guide Pegoda
- Application Note: Quick Start Up Guide Pegoda
- Application Note: Software Design Guide Pegoda
- Application Note: Pegoda Toolchain Information
Application Note: Pegoda Amplifier

The Antenna Tuning Calculation helps to understand how the antenna was tuned.

This folder also provides the public datasheet of the contactless reader IC used within EV710:

115235 MFRC523 Contactless reader IC

3.1.3.1 Folder: ‘PCB design’

The folder ‘PCB design’ is within the ‘Reader documentation’-folder and provides the gerber-files as well as the source files for the layout of the reader.

3.1.3.2 Folder: ‘Cortex M3’

The folder ‘Cortex M3’ is within the ‘Reader documentation’-folder and provides the firmware and its documentation in a separate folder, as well as documentation on the cortex itself.

For historical reasons not only the latest firmware version (v2.2) is included but also the previous one located in the folder ‘firmware_v1_3’.

If the documentation is updated or new information is available, it will be announced over e-mail through our sales force to you.
3.1.4 Folder: ‘SAM documentation\’
This folder provides the documentation of the MIFARE SAM AV2:

Application Note: Symmetric key diversifications
Application Note: MIFARE SAM AV2 Documentation and Sampling
P5DF072EV2/T0PD4090 MIFARE SAM AV1 data sheet
P5DF081 MIFARE SAM AV2 data sheet

as well as the MIFARE SAM AV2 leaflet and a SW 'TestWinscard', a PC/SC demo for
application development with the MIFARE SAM AV2 in –X-functionality with script
functionality. Additionally a program ‘MIFARE_SAM_Version_Check’ is included to check
some information the used MIFARE SAM.

3.1.5 Folder: ‘Software and Tools’
This folder provides a set of software and the video
‘PegodaOpensourceToolchainSetup.wmv’ showing directions how to install the required
toolchain on your PC to build the firmware source code.
The small program ‘Pegoda2Go.exe’ enables you to check the basic functionality of the
Pegoda without installing any additional software.

Also the public version of ‘MIFARE discover’ is contained in this folder. Please refer to
the Application Note ‘AN10992 Quick Startup Guide Pegoda’, where you find the first
direction to install and operate the MIFARE discover

The public version of the ‘NXP Reader library’ contains the source code to do
developments as described in Application Note ‘AN10990 Example Project Pegoda’.
3.2 **Strictly Confidential Documentation and Software**

Detailed documentation and software of either export controlled or CC certified products are strictly confidential. As such an NDA is needed to receive the documentation and software from NXP. If an NDA is available, the documentation can be requested via NXP Docstore: https://www.docstore.nxp.com/. If no NDA is available please contact your local NXP sales office.

Pegoda EV710 offer the following support strictly confidential Software available over above described channel:

**MIFARE discover, export controlled; Doc-id: 1866xx**

Please refer to the Application Note Quick Startup Guide Pegoda, where you find the first direction to install and operate the MIFARE discover, a PC-tool for the development and generation of applications for our MIFARE card portfolio.

**NXP Reader library, export controlled; Doc-id: 1717xx**

In addition to the public version this contains code for the support of security relevant products, e.g. MIFARE DESFire.

Whenever the already received Software was updated, one will be informed automatically via e-mail.

Detailed full data sheets are also available over this channel for the following products:

- MIFARE DESFire EV1 (MF3ICD81/41/21)
- MIFARE Plus (MF1(S)PLUS)
- MIFARE SAM AV2 (P5DF081)

---

1) xx stands for the version number, e.g. 165410 is version 1.0 of document 1654
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5. Legal information

5.1 Definitions

Draft — The document is a draft version only. The content is still under internal review and subject to formal approval, which may result in modifications or additions. NXP Semiconductors does not give any representations or warranties as to the accuracy or completeness of information included herein and shall have no liability for the consequences of use of such information.

5.2 Disclaimers

Limited warranty and liability — Information in this document is believed to be accurate and reliable. However, NXP Semiconductors does not give any representations or warranties, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of such information and shall have no liability for the consequences of use of such information.

In no event shall NXP Semiconductors be liable for any indirect, incidental, punitive, special or consequential damages (including - without limitation - lost profits, lost savings, business interruption, costs related to the removal or replacement of any products or rework charges) whether or not such damages are based on tort (including negligence), warranty, breach of contract or any other legal theory.

Notwithstanding any damages that customer might incur for any reason whatsoever, NXP Semiconductors’ aggregate and cumulative liability towards customer for the products described herein shall be limited in accordance with the Terms and conditions of commercial sale of NXP Semiconductors.

Right to make changes — NXP Semiconductors reserves the right to make changes to information published in this document, including without limitation specifications and product descriptions, at any time and without notice. This document supersedes and replaces all information supplied prior to the publication hereof.

Suitability for use — NXP Semiconductors products are not designed, authorized or warranted to be suitable for use in life support, life-critical or safety-critical systems or equipment, nor in applications where failure or malfunction of an NXP Semiconductors product can reasonably be expected to result in personal injury, death or severe property or environmental damage. NXP Semiconductors accepts no liability for inclusion and/or use of NXP Semiconductors products in such equipment or applications and therefore such inclusion and/or use is at the customer’s own risk.

Applications — Applications that are described herein for any of these products are for illustrative purposes only. NXP Semiconductors makes no representation or warranty that such applications will be suitable for the specified use without further testing or modification.

Customers are responsible for the design and operation of their applications and products using NXP Semiconductors products, and NXP Semiconductors accepts no liability for any assistance with applications or customer product design. It is customer’s sole responsibility to determine whether the NXP Semiconductors product is suitable and fit for the customer’s applications and products planned, as well as for the planned application and use of customer’s third party customer(s). Customers should provide appropriate design and operating safeguards to minimize the risks associated with their applications and products.

NXP Semiconductors does not accept any liability related to any default, damage, costs or problem which is based on any weakness or default in the customer’s applications or products, or the application or use by customer’s third party customer(s). Customer is responsible for doing all necessary testing for the customer’s applications and products using NXP Semiconductors products in order to avoid a default of the applications and the products or of the application or use by customer’s third party customer(s). NXP does not accept any liability in this respect.

Export control — This document as well as the item(s) described herein may be subject to export control regulations. Export might require a prior authorization from competent authorities.

Evaluation products — This product is provided on an “as is” and “with all faults” basis for evaluation purposes only. NXP Semiconductors, its affiliates and their suppliers expressly disclaim all warranties, whether express, implied or statutory, including but not limited to the implied warranties of non-infringement, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. The entire risk as to the quality, or arising out of the use or performance, of this product remains with customer.

In no event shall NXP Semiconductors, its affiliates or their suppliers be liable to customer for any special, indirect, consequential, punitive or incidental damages (including without limitation damages for loss of business, business interruption, loss of use, loss of data or information, and the like) arising out the use of or inability to use the product, whether or not based on tort (including negligence), strict liability, breach of contract, breach of warranty or any other theory, even if advised of the possibility of such damages.

Notwithstanding any damages that customer might incur for any reason whatsoever (including without limitation, all damages referenced above and all direct or general damages), the entire liability of NXP Semiconductors, its affiliates and their suppliers and customer’s exclusive remedy for all of the foregoing shall be limited to actual damages incurred by customer based on reasonable reliance up to the greater of the amount actually paid by customer for the product or five dollars (US$5.00). The foregoing limitations, exclusions and disclaimers shall apply to the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, even if any remedy fails of its essential purpose.

5.1 Licenses

Purchase of NXP ICs with ISO/IEC 14443 type B functionality

This NXP Semiconductors IC is ISO/IEC 14443 Type B software enabled and is licensed under Innovatron’s Contactless Card patents license for ISO/IEC 14443 B. The license includes the right to use the IC in systems and/or end-user equipment.

5.2 Trademarks

Notice: All referenced brands, product names, service names and trademarks are property of their respective owners.

MIFARE — is a trademark of NXP B.V.

DESFire — is a trademark of NXP B.V.

MIFARE Ultralight — is a trademark of NXP B.V.

MIFARE Plus — is a trademark of NXP B.V.
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